
English 

To kick off our ‘Sound’ topic we will be writing poetry inspired by the poem ‘The Sound 

Collector’ by Roger McGough using our own sounds that will be collected around the 

school. We will then move on to writing a fact file about the  Paralympic sport of ‘Blind 

football’, where sound is key! We will be    exploring the unique skills required to play 

this sport and the inspiring   British team. We will write the fact file using devices to 

structure our     writing to make it clear and informative. We will write a story focusing 

on our senses to make it really descriptive and engaging!  

Art and DT 

In Art we have decided as a class that we want to improve 

shading, so we are going to be sketching musical          

instruments with this as a focus. We are going to look at 

the work of Picasso and use his piece ‘Violin and grapes’ to 

inspire our own collage piece.  

Following our successful whole school DT sculpture last 

term, we are going to use recycled objects to make our own 

instruments.  

Maths 

In Maths our focus this term is on decimals, money and time.  

Throughout the year, we will be focusing on our times tables up to 12 x 12 

and will use a range of strategies to practice these every day.   

Science 

Sound is our Science topic this term! We are going to explore how sound is 

made, how we hear sound and the patterns in pitch and volume.  

We are going to visit the Bristol Concorde Museum for a fantastic workshop on 

Sound! 

Geography 

In Geography we will be creating ‘sound maps’ of 

the school and of Nailsworth. We are going to 

compare the sounds we hear walking through the 

town now to those we  would have heard hundreds 

of years ago.  

We will be listening to traditional music from a 

range of European  countries everyday and will 

locate these on a map and look at their               

geographical features.  


